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Write your name: 





Introduction
Welcome to our Futures Literacy Training ! During these 
three days, we will learn how to use the future in an artistic 
process towards building an artwork. The subject we will ex-
plore during these three days will focus on the future of this 
space in which we stand (formally known as Césure) and our 
relationship to it in 2050. This small booklet is for you to write 
in, comment, and keep a trace of the different steps towards 
learning about Futures Literacy and building a world, charac-
ters and situations in 2050 .



Scenario
All over the world there have been extreme floods, heat waves and disorder caused by glo-
bal warming and climate change, bringing forth polarised viewpoints on issues such as, 
climate engagement, capitalism, social inequalities and tech surveillance. Paris is devas-
tated by multiple migration waves, bringing millions of people relocated out from their 
homes in different parts of Asia, Africa and within Europe. This and the environmental 
degradation has made everything rationed. Food, water, electricity and other basic neces-
sities like the internet are low in supply. To respond to the crises that is considered by 
many experts as a permanent constant state, the French capital immediately puts to use 
the innumerable empty spaces of the city. Everything else also needs to be re-imagined 
from architecture in the city to services, waste management and above all governance. 

The space you are standing in, a 25,000 m² in the heart of Paris is historically known for 
leading transformational movements. Today, in 2050, it is searching for new models 
around the coexistence of multiple perspectives - whilst responding to the crises at its 
door. This situation has initiated questions and debate around the importance of solidarity 
and shared living space: What are alternative learning facilities and how do they 
acknowledge diverse forms of knowledge? Can we anticipate in order to prepare for what 
comes next? How do we experiment while addressing situations of crisis ?… Furthermore, 
in order to start answering these questions, we need to understand how this old university 
is embedded in a context bigger than itself? What is happening in the rest of the city? 
Who are the actors involved and what is our collective organisation model?



Traces of the future
Pictures, drawings or notes of signs of things: ads, furniture, lights, 
sounds, people, etc. that in your opinion belong to, or point toward, the fu-
ture. Write or draw your traces of the future here: 



Worldbuilding
During this exercise, you will build the world of 2050 as well as the role this 
specific space plays in it. This is a collective exercise and the world should be 
built collectively in your groups. You have been distributed a “world” map. Going 
around the table, you will answer one question by listening and integrating some 
of the elements suggested by the person before you.

In a general statement, how would you and your group describe how our 
world looks like in 2050 ? 

What would be the name of this space in 2050 ? 

From what we have seen about the world in 2050, what would be the role 
of this space in your world of 2050 ?



Investigative exercise
You are invited to visit the following rooms: 

These room numbers are portals to the future where you will meet characters 
who have a certain relationship with in space in 2050. These characters will give 
you insight on this space: what it was, what it is now, how it works, etc. Do not 
hesitate to ask them questions, they are there for that! 

Who are the characters you met? What is their role in this space? What is their 
story? What was the important event they lived through and when was it? Include 
any other questions you may have! 
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 Help yourself to the questions below: 

Triggers: What started the transition? What external or internal factors? 

Describe them in some detail:When? What? Who? Where?

Name 1-3 major triggers (not more) 

Tipping points: What were the decisive moments?
Imagine: What had to change, break, emerge... as a condition for the full transition 
to the world of today to become possible? [When? What? Who? Where?] and/or - 
What major decision or event can be dated as the tipping point [When? What? 
Who? Where?]

Other details you would add



Characters

Were you born in the same place as 
your parents? Where do you live, in the 
country, in the city? Did you grow up 
where you live now? Who do you live 
with? What makes you special? Tell us 
about something unique about you. 
How do people describe you? What’s 
important to you? Do you have any-
thing you particularly like? Hobbies, 
passions? A belief you hold dear?

Principal activity :

Relation to 
this space :

Age : 
Gender :

Name :

Think of someone who has a relationship with this building in 2050 and des-
cribe him or her on this card. You can use the word cloud as inspiration to 
think outside the box! The questions are there to help you, and you can modify 
or add anything you like: other characteristics, a drawing of your face or sil-
houette... Everything is open!

Dyslexia

Rwandan
robot

Apprentice

13 years old

Old 

 influencer

artist

Teenager
Tree

non-binary
Child

Refugee undocumented

disabled

shy

Female

blue eyes

augmented human

Activist





Building scenes and situation
From the new characters you have just met, with the characters you met in the 
building yesterday. Start imagining 2-3 short «pitches» of interactions between 
any of these characters and the building. You can inspire yourself from these 
prompts, or imagine completely new ones.

Two characters meet randomly on the 4th floor and...
Something is moving in the basement...
A group of new people are arriving because...
Today, I have introduced a new class of...
They are shutting down this section because...
I met ___ who told me that....
The whole space needs to be reviewed...
All around us there is....
I have found a very strange symbol of....
We need emergency counsel for…
Etc





Key moments 
Please share with us your thoughts! You can write or draw or doodle… !
Send us a picture of what your answers.

What does the future make you think of ?
Where do you feel you learned something ?
What was easy?
What was difficult ? 
What would you change?
What did you think you learned ?
Did it change your vision of the future?
If so, how?
Did it make you think of something you already did ?
What would you add?
Would you like to share with us an exercise you found more useful? 
Anything else ?





Thank you for participating !


